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All Escorted Tours are Guaranteed Departures
Once you are booked and confirmed on a tour, the tour will definitely go ahead and will not 
cancel. Minimum numbers do apply though, for instance in Turkey where the minimum 
number of passengers needed to guarantee a tour is two people.
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Welcome to  
Sun Island Tours
Dear Traveller, 

We’re back! After 3 years without brochures, we 
are extremely proud to present our Best of the 
Mediterranean catalogue featuring our most popular 
escorted tours, cruises and packages. 

For over 30 years our family business has been sending 
travellers to regions that skirt the Mediterranean 
Sea – Europe, the Middle East and North Africa. 
From those who just need a simple hotel or ferry, to 
guests doing multi-week tours and packages, we’ve 
had the privilege in helping to organise many happy 
travels over the decades. Our team is experienced 
and specifically skilled to help create the best possible 
itinerary for you. 

Our Australian based team partners with ground 
operators through the Mediterranean to offer you 
the finest curated selection of travels; from Spain to 
Turkey, Egypt to Italy or Greece to Croatia – we can 
offer many varieties of trips with varying standards and 
travel styles to suit you. 

Whilst this catalogue showcases some of our most 
popular itineraries, we have hundreds more on our 
website; and of course we can also create custom 
holidays for you as well. Furthermore, our specialised 
Groups Department can help to build an itinerary for 
groups of any size. 

For more information, please contact your travel agent 
or visit our website at www.sunislandtours.com.au. 
There you will see up to date pricing and availability, 
as well as any specials or promotions that may be 
running. And remember, we don’t just offer tours, 
cruises and packages either. We can help with custom 
itineraries including island hopping, hotels and other 
activities. 

Welcome back to travel … the Mediterranean is 
beckoning. 

4 SUNISLANDTOURS.COM.AU
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Meet our Experts
We have a highly experienced and well-travelled team who are keen to help plan 
the perfect holiday. Whether we are selecting our favourite Athens hotel with views 
of the Acropolis; helping decide on a cruise along the Adriatic Coast of Croatia, or 
choosing a tour of Italy with just the right amount of sightseeing, we’re here to help. 
Drop us an email or give us a call!
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Tina
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Tim
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Paul
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Maria

 John

Georgia
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Why travel with  
Sun Island Tours

1
 EXPERTS IN THE MEDITERRANEAN

 Over 30 years of experience in sending 
travellers to the Mediterranean.

2
	 GUARANTEED	ESCORTED	COACH TOURS

 All our coach tours are guaranteed. Which 
means if you are booked and confirmed on 
the tour, it will definitely go ahead.

3
 TAILOR MADE SERVICES

 Can’t find a tour or package to meet your 
needs? Let us know where you would like to go 
and we will put something together for you.

4
 SUPPORT

 We have licensed partners in each of our 
destinations, ensuring that you are supported 
every step of the way.

5
 SECURITY

 We are an accredited wholesaler, in operation 
since 1989, and are members of the Council of 
Australian Tour Operators.

6
 CHOICE

 We have access to over 100,000 hotels in the 
Mediterranean, Middle East and Europe, as 
well as over 700 tours, packages and cruises 
in the Mediterranean.

7
 INSIGHT

 Our ready-made tours and packages have 
been refined over years of experience and 
feedback from our clients.

8
 AUSSIE OWNED

 We are an Australian owned and operated 
family business.

9
 ACCOMMODATE EVERYONE

 Our products cater for all age groups. 
We have certain services which we gear 
more towards certain age groups to ensure 
travellers have the best experience.

10
 SIMPLICITY

 We’re just a phone call or an email away. 
Your preferred travel agent can contact us for 
enquiries or amendments to your quote or 
booking, 5 days a week.

THE MEDITERRANEAN TOUR SPECIALISTSSUN ISLAND TOURS
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Highlights of Greece | 7 Days
A package that captures the essence of mainland Greece, with time 
to explore the ancient wonders of Athens and soak up its vibrant café 
scene. Over 7 days you can discover Greece’s iconic treasures, from 
Athens’ Acropolis to the fascinating ruins of Delphi and Olympia, 
and Meteora’s gravity-defying monasteries. To enhance your 
experience, you’ll be accompanied through the Greek countryside by 
experienced guides that are experts in this region. Each night you’ll 
unwind in our selected, comfortable accommodations. This tour 
offers an unforgettable glimpse into Greece’s captivating history, 
mythology and natural beauty.

Journey at a Glance
 Visit the Acropolis and Acropolis Museum
 See the great Parthenon and other Athenian sights
 Be enthralled by the acoustics at the amphitheatre of Epidaurus
 Go to the archaeological site of Olympia – home of the 

ancient Olympics
 See the Temple of Apollo in Delphi, as well as the 

Meteora Monasteries

What’s Included
 3 nights accommodation in Athens
 Arrival transfer in Athens
 Athens City Tour with Acropolis Museum
 3 nights escorted tour of Greece by air-conditioned vehicle
 6 breakfasts, 3 dinners

Classical Tour with  
Meteora | 4 days
This is our most popular escorted tour, ideal for those that are 
short on time. Your 4 day journey showcases the rich history 
and breathtaking landscapes of mainland Greece. Let your ears 
experience the rich acoustics at the theatre of Epidaurus, visit the 
home of the original Olympic Games, and marvel at the hilltop 
monasteries of Meteora. This tour combines perfectly with a stay in 
Athens, or consider pairing it with a Greek island cruise, or some 
island hopping where you’ll stay on the island overnight. 

Journey at a Glance
 Cross the famed Corinth Canal
 Visit the kingdom of Agamemnon at Mycenae where you’ll see the 

Beehive Tombs and the Lion Gate
 Travel to Olympia – home of the first Olympic Games
 Explore the archaeological site of Delphi and the Temple of Apollo
 Stand in awe at the magnificent Monasteries of Meteora

What’s Included
 3 nights accommodation options in standard (3❂) or 

superior (4❂) class hotels
 3 breakfasts and 3 dinners
 Entrance fees to sites listed in the itinerary
 Touring with a licensed multilingual guide

Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
current pricing and special offers.
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Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
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Best of Classical Greece 
& Cruise | 10 days
Experience the ultimate voyage through time. This journey is for 
those who want to see the highlights of the Greek mainland and 
several of the most popular islands in one convenient touring 
package. Additionally, visit the ancient city of Ephesus, one of the 
seven wonders of the world, located in Turkey. Visit Athens – full 
of historic sights and a vibrant nightlife, before touring through the 
countryside of Greece on an air-conditioned vehicle, then continue 
on to a cruise around the Greek islands, finally returning to Athens. 

Journey at a Glance
 Immerse yourself in classical and contemporary Athens, including 

the Acropolis
 Wander the charming laneways of Kusadasi in Turkey
 Enjoy a tour of medieval Rhodes
 Sail the emerald waters of the Aegean and visit numerous islands, 

including Mykonos with its unique cuisine and sophisticated old 
town, the ancient wonders of Crete, and of course, breathtaking 
Santorini

What’s Included
 3 nights accommodation in Athens
 Athens City Tour with Acropolis Museum
 3 nights escorted tour of Greece by air-conditioned vehicle 

with accommodation
 3 night Celestyal cruise with shore excursion credit
 9 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 6 dinners

Memories of Greece | 10 days
This journey is a perfect blend of ancient wonders and scenic 
landscapes, combining the must-see archaeological sites of Greece’s 
mainland with a taste of the Greek isles. Discover the iconic 
Acropolis in Athens and explore the ancient marvels of Delphi, 
Mycenae, Epidaurus, Meteora and Olympia. End your trip with some 
down-time in Santorini, where you’ll be blown away by its dramatic 
volcanic coastline. Enjoy the warmth of Greek hospitality, savour 
local cuisine, and create unforgettable memories against a backdrop 
of azure waters and ancient ruins.

Journey at a Glance
 Visit the Parthenon and the Acropolis in Athens
 Experience the ancient theatre at Epidaurus, famous for 

its acoustics
 Explore Mycenae, Olympia, and the monasteries at Meteora
 See the Temple of Apollo at Delphi
 Spend 3 nights on the most iconic Greek island – Santorini, a truly 

spectacular island that is popular for good reason

What’s Included
 3 nights accommodation in Athens
 Athens City Tour with Acropolis Museum
 3 nights escorted tour of Greece by air-conditioned vehicle 

with accommodation
 3 nights accommodation in Santorini
 4 transfers total in Athens and Santorini, ferry from Athens 

to Santorini
 9 breakfasts, 3 dinners

Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
current pricing and special offers.

Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
current pricing and special offers.

Santorini Patmos
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Iconic Aegean Cruise | 5 days
This fantastic longer cruise visits five of Greece’s most popular 
islands, as well as the Turkish coastline. Immerse yourself in the 
rich history of Ephesus, explore the ancient wonders of Rhodes, and 
revel in the stunning sunsets of Santorini. This cruise seamlessly 
blends the cultures and coastlines of Greece and Turkey, offering the 
perfect balance of archaeological treasures, stunning beaches, and 
unforgettable moments against the backdrop of the Mediterranean’s 
beauty. This is a wonderful way to visit a premium selection of the 
Aegean’s sights while only having to unpack once onboard your 
Celestyal cruise vessel. 

Journey at a Glance
 See cosmopolitan Mykonos and explore Little Venice
 Alight on the Turkish coast in Kusadasi where you can 

visit Ephesus
 Explore the medieval old town of Rhodes 
 See the largest Greek island of Crete where you could visit 

Knossos Palace
 Explore unrivalled Santorini … the most unique Greek island 

of all

What’s Included
 4 night Celestyal cruise with shore excursion credit
 4 Breakfasts, 4 Lunches, 4 Dinners
 Complimentary house drinks package
 Gratuities, port taxes, fees and port charges
 Entertainment and daily activities on board

Iconic Aegean Cruise | 4 days
If your time to travel is limited but you want to experience the 
Greek islands, then this is the ideal cruise. Starting and ending in 
Athens, this 3 night cruise incorporates the ancient Aegean gems 
of Crete and Turkey’s Ephesus, the buzzing culture of Mykonos and 
Santorini, tempered by the relaxed pace of Patmos. With comfortable 
accommodations and delectable onboard cuisine, this cruise provides 
a perfect snapshot of the treasures of the eastern Mediterranean, 
blending history, relaxation, and beauty into an unforgettable 
journey.

Journey at a Glance
 Wander the laneways of Mykonos’ unique and beautiful old town
 Step back in time at the temple of Artemis in Ephesus
 Enjoy a change of pace on the idyllic small island of Patmos – 

home of St John 
 Visit Crete, a firm favourite among travellers and jam-packed with 

relics and ruins from its Minoan kingdom
 Walk along Santorini’s dramatic caldera for spectacular views

What’s Included
 3 night Celestyal cruise with shore excursion credit
 3 Breakfasts, 3 Lunches, 3 Dinners
 Complimentary house drinks package
 Gratuities, port taxes, fees and port charges
 Entertainment and daily activities on board

Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
current pricing and special offers.

Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
current pricing and special offers.
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What’s Included
 7 night Celestyal cruise with shore excursion credit
 7 Breakfasts, 6 Lunches, 7 Dinners
 Complimentary house drinks package
 Gratuities, port taxes, fees and port charges
 Entertainment and daily activities on board

Idyllic Aegean Cruise | 8 days
Embark on an idyllic 7 night cruise that spans the entire Aegean 
from north to south. Starting in Athens, this cruise takes you on an 
exploration of some of Greece and Turkey’s most iconic destinations. 

Visit Thessaloniki – a sophisticated university city and melting 
pot of Byzantine and Ottoman Empire influences. Travel to Milos, 
which is fast becoming Greece’s must-visit island due to its uniquely 
beautiful beaches, quaint villages and fantastic food. The always 
popular islands of Mykonos, Santorini and Crete are included 
as well, brimming with vibrant culture, stunning scenery and 
fascinating history.

With comfortable onboard accommodations, excellent cuisine, and 
a great balance of relaxation and exploration, this cruise offers a 
comprehensive Aegean experience.

Journey at a Glance
 Visit cosmopolitan Thessaloniki – Greece’s second largest city
 Optionally, explore ancient Ephesus or the House of the 

Virgin Mary in Turkey
 Travel to Crete – home of the Minoan Empire and some of the 

Mediterranean’s best beaches
 See why Milos is the most up-and-coming Greek island
 Marvel at inimitable Santorini – the jewel in the Aegean crown

Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
current pricing and special offers.
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Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
current pricing and special offers.

Folegandros

Jewels of the Cyclades Cruise | 8 Days
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Journey at a Glance
 Get off the beaten track on some of the more traditional 

Cycladic islands
 Cool down in the azure Aegean with swim stops (weather 

permitting)
 Maximum of 49 passengers on board with 16-18 crew
 A smaller vessel means you can get onto each island quickly 

and easily
 Accommodation in a cabin with private SH/WC and air 

conditioning

What’s Included
 7 night Variety cruise on the M/S Galileo
 7 Breakfasts, 3 Lunches, 4 Dinners, coffee/tea included
 Professional English speaking cruise escort
 Opportunity to swim in some beautiful bays and coves 

(weather permitting)

This is the ideal cruise for the discerning traveller looking to 
discover some of Greece’s lesser-known islands. Setting sail from 
Athens, we turn our focus to the Cyclades archipelago. Folegandros is 
a real highlight here – a mini version of Santorini with white-washed 
houses that cling to clifftops. You’ll also visit the quiet celebrity 
retreat of Antiparos, the birthplace of Apollo at Delos, and Syros, 
the vibrant capital of the Cyclades that boasts stunning beaches 
and elegant mansions. Santorini and Mykonos are also included – 
eternally popular destinations for good reason.

A smaller cruising vessel means ample opportunity to swim in 
secluded bays. Hop off and explore picturesque villages with their 
narrow alleys, and relish the vibrant culture and local cuisine. With 
opportunities for relaxation and cultural exploration, this cruise 
offers authentic experiences within the enchantment of the Cyclades.

M/S Galileo

M/S Galileo



Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
current pricing and special offers.
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Journey at a Glance
 Visit epic Monemvasia with its fortified town, and marvel at the 

mythology of Delos
 See the stars of the Aegean – Mykonos, Crete and Santorini
 Take it slow along the elegant, pedestrian-only streets of 

Hydra town
 Maximum of 49 passengers on board with 16-18 crew
 A smaller vessel means quick and easy access to each island
 Accommodation in a cabin with private SH/WC and air 

conditioning

What’s Included
 7 night Variety cruise on either the Harmony V or Harmony G 

cruise vessels.
 7 Breakfasts, 2 Lunches, 5 Dinners, coffee/tea included
 Professional English speaking cruise escort
 Opportunity to swim in some beautiful bays and coves 

(weather permitting)

Indulge in an enriching 8 day journey that delves into the heart 
of Greece’s ancient heritage. Departing from Athens, this cruise 
takes you to iconic destinations including Mykonos, Santorini, 
Crete, and more. Wander through charming towns and villages, 
taste authentic Greek flavours, and relax on your beautiful cruise 
vessel. In Nafplion, you can visit the ancient city of Mycenae, or 
hike up to the imposing Palamidi Fortress. Hydra is a small island 
off the coast of Greece’s Peloponnese peninsula, where cars are not 
allowed and donkeys are common. Wander its cobbled streets and 
see why this chic and elegant island has become a haven for artists 
and musicians, and an increasingly popular holiday destination for 
discerning travellers. 

Striking the perfect balance of historical exploration, cultural 
immersion, and relaxation, this cruise offers a comprehensive 
experience of Greece’s classical treasures while sailing through 
the stunning Aegean waters.

Monemvasia

M/Y Harmony G

Hydra

Nafplion



Turkish Delights | 10 Days
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Fall in love with Turkey on our most popular tour to the country, 
taking you to its most iconic destinations. Immerse yourself in the 
rich, cultural tapestry of Turkey over ten days, exploring bucket-list 
historical sights, otherworldly landscapes and vibrant traditions.

Start in bustling Istanbul, a truly unique city that sits at the 
crossroads of Europe and Asia and is home to a wealth of magnificent 
sites. As the tour ventures inland, discover the surreal landscapes 
of Cappadocia, where unique rock formations and ancient cave 
dwellings tell stories of civilizations past. Witness the spectacular hot 
air balloon rides at sunrise (you can add this to your tour), providing 
a mesmerizing view of the region’s fairy chimneys.

Continue to Pamukkale’s stunning terraced pools, with striking 
white travertine formations. And don’t forget the ancient city of 
Ephesus, where the grand ruins of a once-thriving Roman city come 
to life. With visits to historic sites like Pergamum and Troy, as well 
as a moving tour of the battlefields and cemeteries of Gallipoli, you 
will experience the history of Turkey from ancient times to the 
modern era. 

Cappadocia

Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
current pricing and special offers.
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This Turkish Delights tour offers an enriching journey that brings 
the history, culture, and landscapes of Turkey to life in a truly 
insightful way.

Journey at a Glance
 A guided tour of Istanbul, including Topkapi Palace, St. Sophia, 

Blue Mosque, and the Spice Market
 Explore Cappadocia in a full day tour
 Visit the lime cascades in Pamukkale
 Visit Troy and Pergamum
 Visit Gallipoli including ANZAC Cove, The Nek, Chunuk Bair, 

Lone Pine Cemetery, and the 57th Regiment Memorial

What’s Included
 9 nights accommodation in 4❂ and 5❂ hotels
 Transportation in an air conditioned vehicle
 Entrance fees and local taxes
 9 Breakfasts, 2 Lunches, 5 Dinners
 Professional English speaking tour guide
 Tours and Meals as per itinerary
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Journey at a Glance
 A guided tour of Istanbul, including Topkapi Palace, St. Sophia, 

Blue Mosque and the Spice Market
 Explore magical Cappadocia in a full day
 Visit the travertine terraced pools of Pamukkale
 Marvel at the ancient history of Troy, a bucket-list destination
 Visit Gallipoli including ANZAC Cove, The Nek, Chunuk Bair, 

Lone Pine Cemetery, and the 57th Regiment Memorial

What’s Included
 13 nights accommodation in 4❂ and 5❂ hotels
 Transportation in an air-conditioned vehicle
 Entrance fees and local taxes
 13 Breakfasts, 8 Dinners
 Professional English-speaking tour guide

Marvellous Turkey | 14 Days
For an in-depth exploration of Turkey’s diverse wonders, consider 
the Marvellous Turkey tour. Spanning 14 days, this journey is a 
comprehensive introduction to Turkey’s fascinating history, unique 
culture, and stunning landscapes, with time to relax along the 
country’s beautiful turquoise coastline.

Beginning in Istanbul, the tour unveils the city’s unique blend of 
East and West, featuring iconic sites like the Blue Mosque, Hagia 
Sophia, and the historic Topkapi Palace. We then focus on Gallipoli, 
including ANZAC Cove and Lone Pine Chunuk Bair. Continue 
through to see ancient Troy, Pergamum and Ephesus. This tour offers 
3 days on the incredibly beautiful Turquoise Coast around Fethiye, 
Oludeniz and Antalya. Heading north through historically rich Konya 
to Cappadocia, where you’ll see the honeycomb rock formations that 
the region is so well known for. Next, visit stunning Safranbolu with 
its beautiful red-roofed houses, before returning to Istanbul.

Throughout this trip you’ll savor local cuisine and delicacies, interact 
with local artisans and enjoy cultural demonstrations that add depth 
to your experience. The Marvellous Turkey tour captures the unique 
beauty and mysticism of this captivating country, offering a blend 
of cultural immersion, historical exploration, and natural scenery. 
If you are looking for a thorough touring experience of Turkey, 
then this is it. 

Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
current pricing and special offers.
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Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
current pricing and special offers.

Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
current pricing and special offers.
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Plitvice

Split-Dubrovnik-Split Cruise 
(KL2) | 8 Days
Embarking on a Croatian cruise is like sailing through a 
Mediterranean dream. Setting off from the architecturally stunning 
Split, you’ll glide along the Adriatic’s azure waters, encountering 
an archipelago of enchanting islands, each with its own unique 
character. Get back to nature strolling through the forests of Mljet, 
and the rolling lavender fields of Hvar, or relax on the sandbar of 
Brač’s iconic Zlatni Rat beach. Go slow on Vis, a tranquil quieter 
island that is frequently cited by many as their favourite stop 
along the trip. 

Korčula enchants with its medieval charm, boasting historic streets 
and tales of Marco Polo. And Dubrovnik, the ‘Pearl of the Adriatic’, 
is truly unrivalled with its ancient walls, terracotta rooftops and 
buzzing nightlife. This cruise offers an unforgettable odyssey through 
Croatia’s coastal splendor, combining natural beauty, historical depth 
and vibrant culture.

Journey at a Glance
 Cruise on more affordable vessel categories
 Visit 3 of the most beautiful islands of Croatia: Hvar, Korčula 

and Brač
 Swim stops at secluded beaches
 Visit the breathtaking lakes and lush forests of Mljet National Park
 Take in the dramatic views from Dubrovnik’s Old Town

What’s Included
 7 Breakfasts, 7 Lunches
 Complimentary water
 Complimentary Wi-Fi

Premium and Premium Superior categories only: 
 English speaking tour manager on board
 Guided tour of Dubrovnik
 Luggage handling
 Captain’s Dinner

Intro to Croatia | 4 Days
On this 4 day itinerary, discover ancient cities, stunning landscapes 
and Croatia’s rich culture and history. Soak up the historic charm 
and modern energy of Croatia’s dynamic capital Zagreb, brimming 
with excellent museums, cafes and markets. Then head to UNESCO-
listed Plitvice Lakes National Park and be utterly stunned by 
cascading waterfalls, lush forests and karst formations. Finish your 
tour in Split, a city filled with ancient wonders dating back to Roman 
times, dramatically located on the stunning Dalmatian coast. This 
trio unveils Croatia’s diverse allure, from city splendor to natural 
wonders, all steeped in deep history. For a more comprehensive 
experience of this beautiful country, this tour combines perfectly 
with a Croatian island cruise.

Journey at a Glance
 Explore Zagreb with highlights including St Mark’s church
 Discover the astounding natural beauty of world-famous 

Plitvice Lake
 Marvel at the Diocletian’s Palace and enjoy the vibrant culture of 

seaside Split

What’s Included
 3 nights staying in 4❂ hotels
 Touring with English Speaking guide 
 3 Breakfasts
 Airport arrival transfer
 Entrance to Plitvice Lakes National Park

PLEASE NOTE: THIS TOUR CAN BE ADDED AHEAD OF MANY 
DIFFERENT CRUISE DEPARTURES FROM SPLIT 
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Splendid Cruise  
Split-Dubrovnik | 8 Days
The Splendid cruise also operates on a Split-Dubrovnik itinerary if 
that is more convenient for your travels. Select from a Lower Deck 
or Main Deck cabin on this comprehensive cruise where you will 
spend each night in a different port. See Brač and Zlatni Rat beach, 
visit the island of Bisevo, and explore ever-popular Hvar and Korčula. 
If you would like to see the Dalmatian Coast and save on the cost of 
expensive hotels, then this is the right cruise for you!

Journey at a Glance
 Sightseeing tours in Split, Hvar, Korčula and Dubrovnik
 Swim stops it secluded bays along the coast and islands
 Explore the verdant Mljet National Park

What’s Included
 7 nights premium superior cruise
 Cruise manager onboard and guides for city tours
 City touring in Split, Hvar, Korčula and Dubrovnik
 7 Breakfasts, 6 Lunches, 2 Dinners

Splendid Cruise  
Dubrovnik-Split | 8 Days
Fantastic value for a remarkable voyage that captures the essence 
of Croatia’s coastal beauty. From the ancient walls of Dubrovnik to 
the lively streets of Split, this cruise unveils the region’s treasures. 
Sail along pristine waters, visiting charming islands, each with its 
unique character. Enjoy leisurely swim stops in secluded coves and 
indulge in authentic local cuisine. With the stunning views of the 
Dalmatian coastline as your backdrop, relax on board a comfortable 
Premium Superior category ship while immersing yourself in 
cultural experiences ashore. This cruise offers a harmonious blend 
of relaxation and exploration, promising memories of crystal-clear 
waters, historic towns, and the warmth of the Adriatic sun.

Journey at a Glance
 Sightseeing tours in Dubrovnik, Korčula, Hvar and Split
 Swim stops along the enchanting Adriatic coast
 Take in beautiful Mljet National Park

What’s Included
 7 nights premium superior cruise
 Cruise manager onboard and guides for city tours
 City touring in Dubrovnik, Korčula, Hvar and Split
 7 Breakfasts, 6 Lunches, 2 Dinners

Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
current pricing and special offers.
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Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
current pricing and special offers.
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M/S Splendid Omis

Blue Cave M/S Splendid Lower Deck cabin
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Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
current pricing and special offers.

Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
current pricing and special offers.
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M/S Admiral – Deluxe M/S Admiral – Deluxe

Croatian Coast Cruise 
Dubrovnik-Split | 8 Days
Embark on an enchanting voyage along the Adriatic Sea, discovering 
the jewels of Croatia’s coastline. With a carefully crafted itinerary, 
this cruise takes you on a captivating journey from the historic city 
of Dubrovnik to the vibrant city of Split. Marvel at the UNESCO 
World Heritage Sites, secluded coves, and charming villages nestled 
along the coast. Indulge in delectable local cuisine, unwind on 
luxurious ship decks, and explore the rich history and culture of 
Croatia. This cruise promises an unforgettable blend of relaxation, 
exploration, and cultural immersion.

You’ll be on a beautiful vessel with a different destination every 
night. Tour through Dubrovnik, Mljet, Korčula, Vis, Hvar, Brač and 
Split. A wonderful way to see the Dalmatian Coast. 

Journey at a Glance
 Walking tours of Dubrovnik, Hvar, Korčula, Split
 Visit Zlatni Rat, one of the most famous Dalmatian beaches
 Visit Mljet National Park
 Swim stops
 Deluxe or Deluxe Superior vessel

What’s Included
 Shared arrival and departure airport transfers (on first and 

last day)
 7 buffet breakfasts, 6 lunches, 2 Dinners including a 

Captain’s Dinner 
 7 night cruise in deluxe or deluxe superior en-suite cabin 
 Professional Tour manager
 Tourist tax and port fees, complimentary Wi-Fi
 Guided walking tours of towns: Dubrovnik, Hvar, Korčula, Split
 Mljet National Park entrance fee

PLEASE NOTE: SPLIT-DUBROVNIK DEPARTURES ALSO AVAILABLE

Croatian Coast Cruise  
Split-Split | 8 Days
Cruising along the Croatian coast from Split offers an enchanting 
voyage through time and nature’s splendors. Setting sail from Split, 
one is immediately embraced by the azure of the Adriatic Sea. As the 
coastline fades, the islands beckon. Korčula’s fortified old town rivals 
that of Dubrovnik and mesmerises with its labyrinth streets and tales 
of Marco Polo. Take in the tranquility of the National Park of Mljet 
before arriving at beautiful Dubrovnik where you will tour the old 
town. Hvar, the sun-kissed island, combines lavender fields with a 
vibrant atmosphere. Brač, home to the iconic Zlatni Rat beach, offers 
a sunbather’s paradise. 

Journey at a Glance
 Walking tours of Dubrovnik, Hvar, Korčula, Split
 Visit Zlatni Rat, one of the most famous Dalmatian beaches
 Relax at the natural wonder of Mljet National Park
 Enjoy idyllic swim stops throughout your journey
 Deluxe or Deluxe Superior vessel

What’s Included
 Shared arrival and departure airport transfers (on first and 

last day)
 7 buffet breakfasts, 5 lunches, 4 Dinners including a 

Captain’s Dinner 
 7 night cruise in deluxe or deluxe superior en-suite cabin 
 Professional Tour manager
 Tourist tax and port fees, complimentary Wi-Fi
 Guided walking tours of towns: Dubrovnik, Hvar, Korčula, Split
 Mljet National Park entrance fee

PLEASE NOTE: WEDNESDAY DEPARTURES ALSO AVAILABLE
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Arca Cruise  
Split-Dubrovnik | 8 Days
A voyage of sophistication and adventure awaits as you set sail with 
the Arca Cruise. From quaint fishing villages to sun-kissed islands, 
each day promises a new exploration. Enjoy refreshing swim stops, 
relish authentic Croatian cuisine onboard, and uncover historical 
treasures in charming towns. Mingle with like-minded travelers, 
bask in the yacht’s comforts, and immerse yourself in the Adriatic’s 
beauty. With a seamless blend of relaxation and discovery, this cruise 
aboard the M/S Arca is a fantastic way to visit Croatia. 

Journey at a Glance
 Enjoy guided city tours of Split, Trogir, Hvar, Korčula and 

Dubrovnik 
 Includes Oyster tasting in Ston
 Deluxe superior vessel and cabins fully equipped with private 

bathroom, air conditioning and LCD TV
 Guided tour of Mljet National Park and Krka National Park

What’s Included
 7 nights deluxe superior cruise
 Local tours in Split, Trogir, Krka National Park, Hvar, Korčula, 

Mljet National Park and Dubrovnik
 Professional cruise manager
 7 Breakfasts, 6 Lunches, 2 Dinners
 Deluxe superior cruise on M/S Arca (or similar)
 Shared arrival and departure transfers on day of cruise

Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
current pricing and special offers.

Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
current pricing and special offers.
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Arca Cruise  
Dubrovnik-Split | 8 Days
The one-of-a-kind Arca cruise takes you from Dubrovnik to 
Split over 8 perfect days of relaxation and exploration. Tour 
stunning Dubrovnik and explore the National Park at Mljet. 
Visit the popular islands of Korčula and Hvar, as well as the green 
island of Vis, with the possibility of entering the Bisevo Blue 
Cave. Many cruises and tours miss enchanting Trogir, but not 
here … you will get to explore this beautiful town before finally 
arriving into Split. 

Journey at a Glance
 Enjoy guided city tours of Split, Trogir, Hvar, Korčula 

and Dubrovnik
 Oyster tasting in Ston
 Deluxe superior vessel and cabins fully equipped with private 

bathroom, air conditioning and LCD TV
 Guided tour of Mljet National Park and Krka National Park

What’s Included
 7 nights deluxe superior cruise
 Local tours of Dubrovnik, Mljet National Park, Korčula, Hvar, 

Trogir, Krka National Park & Split 
 Professional cruise manager
 7 Breakfasts, 6 Lunches, 2 Dinners
 Deluxe superior cruise on M/S Arca (or similar)
 Shared arrival and departure transfers on day of cruise



Korcula
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Journey at a Glance
 Sightseeing tours in Split, Trogir, Hvar, Korčula and Dubrovnik
 Swim stops along the Adriatic coast
 Explore Mljet National Park and the Biševo Blue cave

What’s Included
 7 night Deluxe Superior cruise on board M/S Mama Marija
 City tours of Split, Trogir, Hvar, Korčula and Dubrovnik
 7 Breakfasts, 6 Lunches, 2 Dinners
 Professional English-speaking cruise manager on board

PLEASE NOTE: SAPPHIRE CRUISE ALSO OPERATES IN REVERSE

Set sail on a seamless odyssey from the vibrant city of Split to the 
old city walls of Dubrovnik, showcasing the very best of Croatia’s 
coastline.

Travelling on a luxurious Deluxe Superior ship, immerse yourself in 
the charm of coastal towns, hidden coves, and picturesque islands. 
Dive into crystal-clear waters or unwind on deck, all while relishing 
in the comfort of your floating sanctuary. 

From Diocletian’s Palace in Split to the UNESCO World Heritage Sites 
of Dubrovnik’s Old Town, each stop unfolds a new chapter of history 
and culture. Savor delectable local cuisine and embrace the warmth 
of Adriatic hospitality as part of the Sapphire Cruise. 

As you sail along the Croatian coast, you will see stunning Trogir 
and the islands of Braca and Vis. You cannot visit the Dalmatian 
islands without also seeing Hvar and Korčula. Unwind in nature 
in the national park of Mljet before ending your perfect cruise 
in Dubrovnik. 

M/S Mama Marija

Sapphire Cruise Split-Dubrovnik | 8 days

Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
current pricing and special offers.
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Journey at a Glance
 Visit picture-perfect Lake Bled
 Visit the incredibly beautiful Plitvice Lakes
 See Split and the UNESCO protected Diocletian’s Palace
 Visit Ljubljana, the charming Slovenian Capital
 Explore stunning Dubrovnik city, with its famed fortified 

old town

What’s Included
 6 nights accommodation in 4❂ hotels
 6 Breakfasts, 6 Dinners
 Transportation by air-conditioned vehicle
 Transfers at beginning and end of journey
 Touring as per itinerary with a multilingual guide
 Wine tasting on the Peljesac peninsula
 Entrance fees to Plitvice Lakes

This meticulously crafted adventure takes you through the most 
iconic destinations of Croatia and Slovenia in only a week. From 
the coastal gems of Croatia to the alpine splendors of Slovenia, this 
tour showcases the diverse landscapes, cultures, and histories of this 
region of the Balkans.

In Croatia, discover the ancient beauty of Dubrovnik’s fortified walls, 
the cascading waterfalls of Plitvice Lakes, and the vibrant streets of 
Zagreb. In Slovenia, step into a fairytale at Lake Bled and its iconic 
island church; the quaint and colourful capital city of Ljubljana, and 
the underground marvels of Postojna Cave.

Throughout the journey, indulge in authentic local cuisines, 
encounter warm hospitality, and witness the blend of old-world 
charm and vibrant modern life. Expertly guides ensure this tour 
provides an intimate understanding of the region’s heritage. This will 
be an unforgettable experience that will linger in your memory for 
years to come. 

Ljubljana

Best of Croatia & Slovenia | 7 Days

Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
current pricing and special offers.
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Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
current pricing and special offers.
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Delight in authentic culinary experiences and the warm hospitality 
that defines the region. With a blend of guided tours and leisure time, 
you’ll have the chance to delve into Croatia’s unique character at your 
own pace.

Journey at a Glance
 Walk through the historic walled Balkan towns of Dubrovnik 

and Split
 Tour of the picturesque Plitvice Lakes
 Enjoy the stunning views of the Julian Alps
 Explore the streets of Ljubljana and be enchanted by Lake Bled

What’s Included
 Accommodation in 4❂ hotels
 Touring with professional English-speaking tour director
 Sightseeing tours with licensed local guides
 9 Breakfasts, 5 Dinners
 Transportation by air-conditioned vehicle

PLEASE NOTE: DUBROVNIK TO ZAGREB  
ALSO OPERATES IN REVERSE

This comprehensive journey takes you from regal Dubrovnik on 
Croatia’s Dalmatian coast to the capital city of Zagreb, offering a deep 
dive into the country’s rich heritage and contrasting regions, with 
thorough exploration of Slovenia along the way.

Begin your adventure in Dubrovnik, where ancient walls encircle a 
treasure trove of history. Wander the cobblestone streets of the Old 
Town and bask in the breathtaking views from the city walls. Journey 
northward through diverse landscapes, visiting Split’s Roman 
remnants and the natural wonders of Plitvice Lakes National Park.

In dynamic Zagreb, experience the fusion of old and new as you 
explore the historic Upper Town and the lively Lower Town. Discover 
museums, galleries, and vibrant markets, all showcasing Croatia’s 
cultural mosaic.

Bled

Dubrovnik to Zagreb | 10 Days

Zagreb

Trogir
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Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
current pricing and special offers.
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Journey at a Glance
 Walk the historic walled Balkan towns of Dubrovnik and Kotor, 

both of which boast dramatic natural scenery
 Visit the lakeside resort of Ohrid and its Orthodox churches
 Admire the fantastic landscapes of Meteora and it’s monasteries 

and the archaeological site of Delphi
 Explore Athens including the immortal Acropolis

What’s Included
 9 nights accommodation in 4❂ hotels
 Touring with professional English speaking tour director
 Sightseeing tours with licensed local guides
 9 Breakfasts, 7 Dinners
 Transportation by air-conditioned vehicle

PLEASE NOTE: DUBROVNIK TO ATHENS  
ALSO OPERATES IN REVERSE

This itinerary is for travellers seeking the lesser visited regions of 
the Balkans, bookended by the popular destinations of Croatia and 
Greece. This tour is also a great option for travellers with more time, 
looking to connect their stays in Croatia and Greece by travelling 
overland. Embark on an extraordinary voyage that traverses ancient 
civilizations and stunning landscapes. This captivating journey 
begins in UNESCO-listed Dubrovnik, where history comes alive 
within the walls of its medieval Old Town. From there, venture 
through the Adriatic’s coastal jewels, crossing south to the jaw-
dropping Bay of Kotor in Montenegro, a real favourite amongst those 
who visit.

Travel along the coast through Budva and Bar to Albania’s lively 
capital Tirana, before visiting majestic Lake Ohrid in North 
Macedonia. Enter Greece to take in the monasteries of Meteora 
and the ancient oracle at Delphi. Finally, immerse yourself in the 
mythology and culture of Athens as you ascend the Acropolis to 
marvel at the Parthenon, and wander through the charming Plaka 
neighborhood.

Dubrovnik

Dubrovnik to Athens | 10 Days

Plaka, Athens



A magnificent cruise-tour spanning the greenery of Slovenia and 
the multitude of cultural and historic sights throughout Croatia 
and its coast. 

From contemporary Zagreb, explore the postcard-perfect Lake Bled 
before heading to the Slovenian capital of Ljubljana, brimming 
with cafes, markets and unique architecture. Head onwards to 
Plitvice Lakes – the jewel of inland Croatia. Then, step aboard 
your Deluxe Superior cruise, and set sail along the mesmerizing 
Adriatic coastline. From the bustling energy of Split to the sun-
kissed coastline of Dubrovnik, at every stop on this itinerary 
you can immerse yourself in quaint villages, ancient architecture 
and breathtaking vistas.

Miljet

Charming Adriatic Cruise & Stay | 11 Days

Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
current pricing and special offers.
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Dine on delicious local cuisine, relax in luxurious accommodations, 
and relish the seamless transition between land and sea. 

Journey at a Glance
 Walk through the ancient Diocletian’s Palace in Split
 Discover charming Lake Bled, sophisticated Zagreb and 

colourful Ljubljana
 Marvel at natural beauty Plitvice Lakes, a UNESCO World 

Heritage Site
 Tour the Old Town of Dubrovnik
 Swim stop at the magical Elaphiti Islands

What’s Included
 7 nights deluxe superior cruise
 Land transportation by air-conditioned vehicle
 3 nights hotel accommodation 
 Touring with a professional guide
 Pucisca Stonemasonry
 10 Breakfasts, 5 Lunches, 5 Dinners
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If you would like to experience the delights of Croatia and have 
the option to continue your travels into Italy, then this cruise-tour 
would suit perfectly. Begin with a 7 night cruise from Dubrovnik to 
Split where you will see the highlights of Croatia’s Adriatic islands. 
This includes the picture-perfect national park of Mljet, the cute 
old town of Korčula, and of course – cosmopolitan Hvar. The green 
island of Vis and little Bisevo – famous for its Blue Cave are also 
on the cruise itinerary. You will also get to experience one of our 
favourite towns – Trogir. 

Your journey then takes in some of Croatia and Slovenia’s natural 
highlights – Krka National Park, Plitvice Lakes and Postojna Cave 
– a 26km long system of karst caves and home of the endemic 
olm. Finally, make your way into one of the world’s most unique 
cities – Venice, where you will see glass blowing in Murano, and 
walk around St Marks Square to see the Basilica, Doge’s Palace and 
Bridge of Sighs.

Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
current pricing and special offers.
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Divine Adriatic & Venice Cruise & Stay | 11 Days

Korcula

Mljet

Journey at a Glance
 Explore the highlights of Croatia’s Dalmatian Coast aboard your 

7 night cruise
 Visit enthralling sights of Natural beauty including Mljet, 

Krka National Park, Plitvice Lakes and Postojna Cave
 Take a small boat into the Blue Cave of Bisevo 

(weather permitting)
 Sample some of Croatia’s best oysters in Ston
 End your tour in Venice, or ask us about travel through Italy

What’s Included
 7 night Deluxe cruise from Dubrovnik to Split
 Professional English-speaking Tour Director throughout
 10 breakfasts, 6 lunches, 3 dinners
 Touring by modern air-conditioned vehicle on land portion
 Sightseeing tours in Mljet National Park, Krka National Park, 

Plitvice Lakes, Postojna Cave & Venice
 City touring in Dubrovnik, Korčula, Hvar, Trogir and Split
 Oyster tasting in Ston
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Fantasy of Puglia | 6 Days
Puglia has emerged as one of the top regions to visit in Italy. On 
this 6 day tour, explore Puglia’s rich history, gorgeous architecture, 
stunning scenery and distinct cultural identity. In its capital Bari, 
wander through narrow alleys and discover important pilgrimage 
churches and imposing castles. Trani offers medieval charm and 
Castel Del Monte’s enigmatic architecture. Experience Alberobello’s 
famed Trulli houses, staying overnight in one. Venture to bucket-
list Matera, a UNESCO town perched on a hill with ancient cave 
dwellings. Uncover more ‘white towns’ by visiting Locorotondo, 
Ostuni, and Lecce. Be enthralled by Otranto’s history and iconic 
Cathedral grace, then conclude your journey taking in the elegant 
architecture of sophisticated Lecce.

Journey at a Glance
 Stay in traditional Trullo accommodation
 Visit the UNESCO Heritage site of ancient Matera
 Discover the melting pot of ancient cultures in Otranto
 Enjoy free time to explore the towns of Locorotondo and Ostuni
 See how pasta is made on a traditional Puglian farmhouse

What’s Included
 5 nights accommodation in 4❂ hotels
 Transportation by deluxe motorcoach
 Entrance ticket to the Castel del Monte
 5 Breakfasts, 5 Dinners
 English speaking tour escort
 Local expert guides in Bari, Matera and Lecce

Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
current pricing and special offers.

Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
current pricing and special offers.
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Beautiful Amalfi Coast | 5 Days
Enjoy a 5 day journey through Southern Italy on this Rome to Amalfi 
Coast tour. Departing from the eternal city of Rome, take in the 
countryside of Lazio and Campania before arriving in the city of 
Naples, situated on a bay with panoramic views of Mount Vesuvius. 
Explore Pompeii’s ruins and savor Neapolitan pizza before reaching 
the charming seaside Sorrento. With a free day at leisure, you can 
stroll around town, or opt for an excursion to the island of Capri. 
Finally, stay the night in Amalfi and discover its dramatic coastal 
beauty before returning to Rome. Immerse yourself in history, 
culture, and natural beauty on this unforgettable Italian escape.

Journey at a Glance
 Cross the fertile Roman countryside of Lazio and Campania 
 Visit the renowned UNESCO Heritage site of Pompeii
 Explore the idyllic Sorrentine coastline
 Leisurely stay in Amalfi to the explore the city’s main sites
 Opportunity to add on excursions to the beautiful island of Capri

What’s Included
 Full day regular excursion to Pompeii with Neapolitan Pizza and a 

drink included for lunch
 Transfer from Pompeii to Sorrento hotel 
 2 nights in Sorrento with breakfast and dinner 
 2 nights in Amalfi with breakfast 
 Assistant during the stay in Amalfi and Sorrento coast
 Transfer from Sorrento hotel to Amalfi hotel by private car 
 Transfer from Amalfi hotel to Pompeii by private car 
 Transfer back from Pompeii to Rome by deluxe motor coach
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Glorious Italy | 17 Days
Italy is overflowing with must-see destinations, and this 17-day 
journey allows the traveller to experience a wide range of them. 
Venture through the heart of Italy, where ancient history, artistic 
masterpieces, and breathtaking landscapes converge to create an 
unforgettable adventure. 

Travelling on a deluxe coach, visit the walled town of Assisi, and 
explore its medieval heart at your leisure. Discover the awe-inspiring 
basilica of St. Francis adorned with masterpieces by Giotto and 
Cimabue. Continue your odyssey to Siena, one of the most charming 
towns in Tuscany and a UNESCO World Heritage Site. 

Florence is considered the ‘Cradle of the Renaissance’, and enthralls 
travellers with its architectural splendors, including the iconic 
Duomo, Ponte Vecchio, the towering Campanile and the Baptistery’s 
mesmerizing bronze doors.

You’ll then travel to Bologna, before venturing to Venice, one of the 
world’s most unique cities. As you traverse the enchanting canals 
of this floating city, you’ll witness the Doge’s Palace and the famed 
Bridge of Sighs. The itinerary then returns through the picturesque 
landscapes of Tuscany, pausing in Montepulciano, known for its 
wine. Head to the eternal city, Rome, and visit the Vatican Museums 
and St. Peter’s Basilica, with exclusive ‘Skip the Line’ access.

Naples ushers in a new phase of the journey with its panoramic 
views, followed by an exploration of Pompeii’s haunting ruins. 
Follow the coast to Sorrento, where stunning Capri awaits. Travel 
by ferry to Sicily, where you’ll traverse ancient towns like Palermo 
and discover the UNESCO-listed treasures of Monreale. As your 
expedition unfolds, Erice, Agrigento’s Valley of Temples, and Ragusa 
offer glimpses into diverse historical eras.

Venture to Noto and Syracuse, absorbing the grandeur of ancient 
Greek and Roman relics. Savour Sicilian culture and cuisine in 
Taormina, soaking in breathtaking vistas against a backdrop of 
the formidable Mount Etna, Europe’s largest active volcano. Your 
remarkable adventure concludes here, with the promise of cherished 
memories and a deeper connection to Italy’s diverse heritage.

Journey at a Glance
 Visit striking Mount Etna, the highest active volcano in Europe
 Explore the famed eternal city of Rome
 View a variety of architecture styles throughout gorgeous towns 

of Sicily
 Spend two nights in romantic Florence, overflowing with 

Renaissance art and architecture
 Wander the canals and streets in gorgeous Venice
 Enjoy a lunch under the Tuscan sun in Montepulciano
 Visit the famous pilgrimage town of Assisi with free time 

to explore

Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
current pricing and special offers.
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What’s Included
 Transportation by deluxe motorcoach 
 English speaking tour escort
 Accommodation in 4 stars hotels 
 16 Breakfasts, 5 Lunches, 7 Dinners
 Entrance tickets to the archaeological site in Pompeii with 

‘Skip the Line’ 
 Entrance tickets to Vatican Museums and St. Peter’s Basilica with 

‘Skip the Line’ 
 Visits with local expert guide as per itinerary (Rome, Florence, 

Venice, Pompeii, Capri, Palermo, Agrigento, Siracusa) 
 Entrance tickets to the archaeological sites in Sicily 
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Journey at a Glance
 Visit Siracusa, the most beautiful and greatest Greek colony 

in Sicily 
 Visit the charming and well-known town of Marsala
 Explore Monreale
 Visit Cefalù, the charming Medieval town situated at the 

northern coast of Sicily
 Excursion to Mount Etna

What’s Included
 Local guides or audio guides for included touring 
 Private arrival transfer from Catania Airport to Hotel
 Accommodation in 4❂ hotels
 Transportation by air-conditioned bus
 7 Breakfasts, 5 Lunches, 2 Dinners
 Typical product tastings in Modica, Marsala, Palermo, 

Catania and Etna

Highlights of Sicily | 8 Days
Sicily is at the top of traveller’s European summer bucket-list, and 
for good reason! This ultimate 8 day journey across the island of 
Sicily packs in some of Italy’s most dramatic natural scenery, glorious 
beaches and vibrant culture with ample amounts of history and 
architecture. 

Brimming with UNESCO Heritage sites, you’ll explore Syracuse, once 
the largest and most powerful Greek colony in Sicily. Discover the 
Archaeological Park of Neapolis and explore the captivating old town 
of Ortigia, with its iconic Piazza Duomo and Cathedral. Immerse 
yourself in the exquisite baroque architecture of Noto, Ragusa Ibla 
and Modica, before heading to Piazza Armerina with its splendid 
Villa Romana del Casale – a late imperial period building adorned 
with remarkable mosaics. 

The awe-inspiring Valley of the Temples is offered in Agrigento, 
where ancient Greek temples like Giunone, Concordia, and Ercole 
stand in magnificent splendor. 

Continue to Palermo with its dynamic fusion of Arab-Norman 
architecture, bustling street markets and diverse cultural influences, 
it is a chance to visit the grand Cathedral, the Byzantine Church of 
the Martorana, and the Palatine Chapel. 

Along the north of the island, visit the medieval maritime village of 
Cefalù with its Norman cathedral, charming streets and captivating 
seafront, before returning to the capital Catania and discovering its 
old town and the quaint ‘pescheria’ (old fish market). 

The natural beauty of Sicily’s landscapes comes to the fore with a visit 
to the majestic Mount Etna, Europe’s tallest active volcano. Continue 
to Taormina, renowned for its Greco-Roman theater and breathtaking 
sea and Etna views. Your remarkable journey concludes in Catania, 
where you’ll bid farewell to Sicily and treasure memories of stunning 
landscapes, historic treasures, and cultural experiences.

Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
current pricing and special offers.
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Journey at a Glance
 Visit Monreale
 Explore Cefalù, a charming Medieval town situated at the 

northern coast of Sicily
 Excursion to Mount Etna
 Explore Catania at your own pace
 Visit Siracusa, the most beautiful and greatest Greek colony 

in Sicily

What’s Included
 Local guides or audio guides for included touring 
 Private arrival transfer from Palermo Airport to Hotel
 Accommodation in 4❂ hotels
 Transportation by air-conditioned bus from 2nd day until the 

8th day
 9 Breakfasts, 6 Lunches, 2 Dinners
 Typical product tastings in Palermo, Catania, Etna, Modica 

and Marsala

Sicilian Gems | 10 Days
Enjoy an unforgettable journey through the captivating landscapes 
and rich history of Sicily. 

Take in architectural beauties of the Arab-Norman period and visit 
Monreale’s cathedral and its intricate cloister. Head to the seaside 
summer hot spot of Cefalu with its medieval old town and impressive 
Norman Cathedral. Sicily’s second largest town, Palermo, presents 
a mix of Arab-Norman, Byzantine and Baroque influences, and an 
evolving skyline of modern and contemporary architecture.

As you explore further, you’ll find Greco-Roman architecture in 
Taormina with the gracefully perched Amphitheatre framed by 
stunning Mediterranean vistas. More Grecian splendours await in 
the towns of Syracuse, Noto and of course, the Valley of the Temples 
in Agrigento. 

Explore dramatic Sicilian landscapes with a visit to Europe’s tallest 
active volcano Mt Etna and it’s UNESCO listed park. In Via del Sale, 
the lagoon and islands of Stagnone represent a nature reserve of 
enormous environmental significance.

This 10 day odyssey weaves Sicily’s history, gastronomy and natural 
marvels into an unforgettable encounter with the island’s captivating 
soul. You’ll leave understanding why travellers are drawn back to 
Sicily time and time again.

Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
current pricing and special offers.
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From Sicily to Malta | 11 Days
Intertwine the captivating histories, cultures, and landscapes of 
Sicily and Malta, two island gems of the Mediterranean. 

Sicily, the largest island in the Mediterranean Sea, is a melting pot 
of Greek, Roman, Arab, Norman, and Spanish influences, and offers 
a unique blend of architecture, art, and traditions. Its cities, like 
Palermo and Catania, showcase a fusion of styles from different eras. 
The island’s dramatic coastlines are framed by crystal-clear waters, 
while its interior boasts rolling hills, vineyards, and the formidable 
Mount Etna, Europe’s tallest active volcano. Sicily’s culinary scene 
is a celebration of local produce and flavors, with traditional dishes 
like arancini and cannoli delighting the senses. From ancient ruins 
to charming villages, Sicily captures the essence of history and 
contemporary life in a vibrant, dynamic, and enchanting mosaic.

Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
current pricing and special offers.
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Hop across to Malta, where ancient temples and medieval cities 
meet turquoise waters. Be awed by its stark beauty, unique cuisine 
and language, and elegant architecture. This small island punches 
well above its weight in what it has to offer travellers and offers a 
fantastic contrast to Sicily.

Journey at a Glance
 Visit Siracusa, the most beautiful and greatest Greek colony 

in Sicily
 Visit Modica
 Visit Cefalù, the charming Medieval town situated at the 

northern coast of Sicily
 Excursion to Mount Etna
 Explore the beautiful island of Malta

What’s Included
Sicily

 Private arrival transfer from Catania Airport or Railway Station 
to hotel

 Multilingual tour leader for the entire itinerary  
(Local guides or audio-guides when necessary) 

 Accommodation in 4❂ hotels
 Transportation by air-conditioned bus
 7 Breakfasts, 5 Lunches, 2 Dinners
 Tasting of traditional Sicilian products in Modica, Marsala, 

Palermo, Catania and Etna 
 Private transfer from Hotel in Catania to Catania Airport

Malta 
 4❂ hotel accommodation
 Breakfasts included
 Direct flight Catania to Malta with 23 kilos of luggage included
 Private transfer from Malta Airport to Hotel
 Three Cities and Marsaxlokk tour OR Comino, Blue Lagoon 

and Gozo tour
 Valletta and Mdina day tour
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Journey at a Glance
 Tour the elegant capital of Valletta and its famous Barracca 

Gardens and views of the Grand Harbour
 Explore the grand and charming medieval city of Mdina with its 

Citadel and narrow streets
 Take in the sweeping views from the Dingli cliffs
 Uncover the three cities of Cospicua, Vittoriosa and Senglea 
 Journey to the island of Gozo and its capital of Victoria, as well as 

stunning Xlendi Bay 
 Visit the famed Blue Grotto and Marsaxlokk fishing village

What’s Included
 8 nights Accommodation in Malta
 Touring with Multilingual guide 
 8 Breakfasts, 3 Lunches
 Shared return Airport transfers
 Entrance fees to St Johns Co-Cathedral

Malta in Depth | 9 Days
Get to know the nation of Malta on a 9 day tour across the islands of 
Malta, Gozo and Comino. This sun-kissed archipelago is a treasure 
trove of experiences that span millennia. Its ancient temples, like 
Hagar Qim, stand as enigmatic sentinels of a prehistoric past, while 
medieval cities like Valletta and Mdina offer a journey through 
time with their fortified walls, cobbled alleys, and awe-inspiring 
architecture.

Malta’s history is woven with tales of knights, empires, and maritime 
prowess. Its capital, Valletta, a UNESCO World Heritage site, boasts 
grand palaces, Baroque churches, and the awe-inspiring St. John’s 
Co-Cathedral, adorned with Caravaggio masterpieces. The silent 
streets of Mdina, often called the ‘Silent City’, carry whispers of a 
medieval era.

Beyond its storied past, Malta enchants with its natural beauty. 
From the iconic Blue Grotto’s dazzling waters to the rustic charm 
of Gozo’s landscapes, every corner is a feast for the senses. The 
vibrant Marsaxlokk fishing village paints a picturesque scene with its 
colorful boats, while its markets invite exploration.

Malta’s warm-hearted people offer a genuine welcome, and its 
culinary scene is a celebration of Mediterranean flavors, blending 
influences from Italy, North Africa, the Middle East and beyond. 
With its rich history, stunning landscapes, and captivating culture, 
Malta is an invitation to uncover layers of heritage and beauty in 
every step.

Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
current pricing and special offers.
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Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
current pricing and special offers.
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Andalucia with Valencia | 6 Days
Spend six days focused on southern Spain’s Andalucia region,  
jam-packed with historical and architectural marvels and the home 
of flamenco dancing. 

The tour begins in buzzing Barcelona then travels through the 
ancient Catalan town of Lerida and into Zaragoza to admire its 
17th-century Basilica, a jewel of Baroque Art. Venture on through 
La Mancha country with its arid but fertile plateau to Cordoba 
and Seville, where stunning Moorish architecture and a rich and 
colourful culture awaits. Marvel at Granada’s iconic Alhambra and 
visit the enchanting Generalife gardens*. Traverse mesmerizing 
landscapes through the counties of Andalusia and Murcia to the 
coastal beauty of Valencia. Conclude your tour back in Barcelona, 
carrying memories of Spain’s splendid past and dynamic present.

Journey at a Glance
 Visit the 17th Century Basilica in Zaragoza
 A guided tour of Cordoba, and Seville
 Visit Granada’s impressive Alhambra and the Generalife Gardens 

(*Subject to the Patronato of the Alhambra & Generalife)
 Enjoy the coastal town of Valencia with its mix of historic and 

modern architecture

What’s Included
 5 nights accommodation in 4❂ hotels
 Transportation in an air-conditioned vehicle
 Entrance fees and local taxes
 5 Breakfasts, 3 Dinners
 Touring with Multilingual speaking guide 
 Sightseeing with local guide in Cordoba, Seville, and Granada
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Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
current pricing and special offers.
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Camino de Santiago – 
The French Way | 8 Days
For many people around the world, the pilgrimage along the Camino 
de Santiago is high up on their bucketlist. This transformative 
journey traces the trail from Sarria to the sacred destination of 
Santiago de Compostela. Covering approximately 115 kilometers, 
this segment offers a condensed yet profound Camino experience. 
Passing through charming villages, verdant landscapes, and ancient 
pathways, pilgrims immerse themselves in spiritual reflection and 
cultural discovery. As footsteps merge with centuries of tradition, 
the path converges at the awe-inspiring Santiago de Compostela 
Cathedral. Here, pilgrims find solace in their achievement, partaking 
in a ritual of faith and unity that transcends time.

Journey at a Glance
 Self guided walking trip; set your own pace
 Take in stunning landscapes of the Camino Trail
 Overnight in quaint towns like Portomarin, Palas de Rei, 

and Arzua
 Follow along the footsteps of other pilgrims and walkers along 

this historical trail
 Finish in the historical city of Santiago de Compostela

What’s Included
 7 nights accommodation in 1-4❂, rural homes, B&B’s or pensions
 Luggage transportation between accommodation  

(max 20kgs, 1 piece)
 Route map, pilgrim’s passport, and a water-resistant 

document pouch
 7 Breakfasts
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Journey at a Glance
 A tour of Portugal’s capital Lisbon
 A panoramic tour of Seville with the world’s biggest 

Gothic Cathedral
 Explore Marrakech’s famed medina Djemaa el Fna Square
 Visit Granada’s impressive Alhambra and the Generalife Gardens 

(*Subject to the Patronato of the Alhambra & Generalife)
 Relax in the beautiful Costa del Sol

What’s Included
 15 nights accommodation in 4❂ hotels
 Transportation in an air-conditioned vehicle
 Entrance fees and local taxes
 15 Breakfasts, 4 Lunches, 9 Dinners
 Touring with Multilingual speaking guide
 Fast Ferry Tickets 
 Sightseeing with local guide in Lisbon, Cordoba, Seville, 

Marrakech, Rabat, Fez, Toledo and Granada

Discover the magic of Spain, Portugal, and Morocco in a captivating 
16-day tour, weaving together the rich histories of the Iberian 
Peninsula with North African mystique.

Depart from the Spanish capital, Madrid, and venture to the 
town of Trujillo, birthplace of Spanish conquistadors before 
basking in Lisbon’s maritime splendor. From Lisbon depart for 
the pilgrimage town of Fatima. There is time to visit the Shrine 
where lore chronicles the visitation of the virgin Mary upon three 
little shepherds. 

Journey on to the medieval charm of Caceres, and feel the vibrant 
flamenco rhythms of Seville. Cordoba’s iconic Mosque/Cathedral 
offers an architectural wonder, while the scenic Route of the White 
Villages to Ronda paints a picturesque path to Costa del Sol. 

A ferry ride ushers you to Tangier, setting the tone for Morocco’s 
wonders. Casablanca’s urban allure and Marrakech’s medinas form 
a stark contrast with Rabat’s historic elegance. Dive into the soul of 
Fez, with its ancient alleyways and artisan guilds. 

Returning to Spain, Granada’s Alhambra stands as a testament 
to Moorish splendor. The journey culminates in Toledo’s historic 
grandeur before concluding in Madrid. This tour is an expedition 
through time, celebrating the harmonious blend of tradition, history, 
and diverse cultures.

Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
current pricing and special offers.
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Journey at a Glance
 Guided small group touring, escorted in English only
 Guided visits in Madrid, Porto, Lisbon, Cordoba, Seville, 

Casablanca, Marrakech, Rabat, Fez, Granada and Toledo
 Flamenco Experience with dinner 
 Entrance fees to some of Spain and Portugal’s most 

popular attractions
 Visit the impressive Alhambra and the beautiful 

Generalife Gardens

What’s Included
 20 nights accommodation in 4❂ hotels
 Transportation in an air-conditioned vehicle
 Entrance fees and local taxes
 20 Breakfasts, 6 Dinners
 Touring with English speaking guide
 Fast Ferry Tickets 
 Sightseeing with local guide in 9 cities

Unfold the tapestry of history and culture on a 21-day tour across 
Portugal, Andalusia, and Morocco. Beginning in Madrid’s bustling 
heart, journey through its historic neighborhoods. Marvel at the 
city’s iconic landmarks, from the Royal Palace to Santiago Bernabéu 
Stadium, before indulging in authentic tapas. 

Traverse through Salamanca’s architectural wonders and immerse in 
Porto’s ancient allure, punctuated with a serene Douro River cruise. 
Experience spiritual resonance in Fatima’s Marian Shrine, wonder 
at the beauty of Batalha’s gothic Monastery and uncover Lisbon’s 
multifaceted charm, with a captivating Fado performance as the 
evening’s crescendo. 

Journeying back to Spain, witness Caceres’ architectural fusion 
and Cordoba’s mesmerizing Mosque. Seville awaits with its grand 
cathedral and rich Andalusian heritage, followed by Ronda’s 
breathtaking vistas and a quintessential olive oil tasting experience. 

Sun-kissed days in Costa del Sol precede an enthralling voyage to 
Morocco. The urban pulse of Casablanca contrasts Marrakech’s 
historical depth, where medinas and palaces whisper tales of yore. 
Explore Rabat’s royal elegance, Meknes’ imperial past, and lose 
oneself in Fez’s ancient medina.

Returning to Spain, savor Granada’s illustrious Alhambra and delve 
into Toledo’s rich tapestry of cultures. As the journey culminates 
in Madrid, depart with memories of diverse landscapes, historical 
wonders, and cultural treasures.

Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
current pricing and special offers.
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Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
current pricing and special offers.

Scan the QR code for 
an itinerary, departure 
dates, current pricing and 
special offers.

Coimbra Santiago de Compostela

Best of Portugal | 11 Days
This is Portugal done right. Venture through charming Óbidos, historic Alcobaça, coastal 
Nazaré, and Batalha, the setting for the battle that secured Portugal’s independence from 
Castille, en route to the revered Fátima Shrine. Explore Coimbra’s ancient university, Aveiro’s 
canals, and Porto’s riverside UNESCO treasures. Journey to Santiago de Compostela in Spain. 
Traverse the Douro Valley’s vineyards. Explore Sintra’s opulence, then delve into Évora’s 
culture and traditions before soaking up the dramatic beauty of the Algarve coast.

Journey at a Glance
 Visit historic Coimbra, home to one of 

oldest universities in the world
 Discover Porto and the many towns of the 

Douro Valley region
 Drive along the cliffs to Cabo Sao 

Vincente
 Visit the UNESCO town of Santiago de 

Compostela, Spain
 Explore the stunning Algarve region 

What’s Included
 10 nights accommodation in 4❂ hotels
 Transportation in an air-conditioned 

vehicle
 10 Breakfasts
 Touring with Multilingual guide
 Entrance fees into eleven monuments.

North of Portugal | 6 Days
Northern Portugal is overflowing with architectural and culinary treasures, and gorgeous 
scenery. Experience it all on this 5 day tour. Taste local cherry liqueur in medieval Obidos, 
and marvel at Portugal’s largest Gothic church in Alcobaça. Nazaré charms with its traditional 
fishing village, while Batalha boasts the gothic masterpiece of Santa Maria de Victoria 
Monastery. Further afield is Fátima, famous for its Marian Shrine; Coimbra with its historic 
University and Aveiro’s beautiful canals. Stay in Portugal’s second largest city Porto, as well as 
journeying on to the famous Spanish pilgrimage town of Santiago de Compostela. 

Journey at a Glance
 Visit historic Coimbra, home to one of 

oldest universities in the world
 Discover Porto and the many towns of the 

Douro Valley region
 Visit the UNESCO Cultural Heritage town 

of Santiago de Compostela, Spain
 Be awed by stunning cathedrals, palaces 

and castles

What’s Included
 5 nights accommodation in 4❂ hotels
 Transportation in an air-conditioned 

vehicle
 5 Breakfasts
 Touring with Multilingual guide
 Entrance into six monuments on the tour
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Holy Land Tour | 8 Days
Travel around Israel over eight enriching days, where we invite you to 
trace the cultural and spiritual history of this ancient land. Go from 
the bustling streets of Jerusalem where diverse cultures converge, to 
Bethlehem’s revered sites of Christian significance, to the incredibly 
moving Yad Vashem Holocaust Memorial. Exploring the serene 
shores of the Sea of Galilee, you’ll also head to Nazareth, Cana, 
Tiberias and Capernaum – locations of importance to Christians 
around the world. With visits to religious landmarks like the Western 
Wall and the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, this tour is a soul-
stirring odyssey through Israel. 

Journey at a Glance
 Experience both Old and New Jerusalem
 Visit the moving and poignant Yad Vashem Holocaust Memorial
 Encounter the many biblical sites of Nazareth, Bethlehem 

and beyond
 Stay in a traditional Hebrew Kibbutz community
 See the fortress at Masada, and swim in the salty waters of the 

Dead Sea

What’s Included
 7 nights accommodation in either 2❂, 3❂ 4❂, or 5❂ hotels
 Transportation in a private air-conditioned vehicle
 Touring with a licensed English-speaking guide
 7 Breakfasts, 7 Dinners
 Entrance fees and local taxes

Jordan Adventure | 6 Days
Our most popular adventure through Jordan, enjoy six incredible 
days of ancient wonders and incredible landscapes. Leave the capital 
of Amman and wind down toward the lowest land point on earth 
– the shores of the Dead Sea. Bob about in the salty water before 
heading towards the Nabatean city of Petra. You will enjoy a full 
day of exploring bucket-list Petra, allowing you to see the different 
reddish hues of the rock-hewn buildings as the sun rises and sets. 
Spend a night in a Bedouin camp at Wadi Rum before returning to 
Amman via Kerak Castle, the mosaics of Madaba and Mt Nebo. 

Journey at a Glance
 Spend two nights in Jordan’s capital of Amman
 Stop at the Dead Sea to float in the salty water
 View the famous Treasury of Petra
 Explore the rolling red sands and imposing rock formations of 

Wadi Rum on a jeep tour
 Stop in Madaba, the city of Mosaics

What’s Included
 5 nights accommodation throughout Jordan
 Transportation in a private air-conditioned vehicle
 Driver throughout, and a 2 hour guide in Petra
 5 Breakfasts, 5 Dinners

OPTIONAL EXTRA – PRIVATE GUIDE ON ALL TOURING DAYS 

Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
current pricing and special offers.

Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
current pricing and special offers.

Petra Jerusalem
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Highlights of Egypt & 
The Red Sea | 9 Days
Enjoy Egypt from land, river and sea on this 9 day odyssey. This tour 
is for traveller’s seeking some relaxation after sightseeing, offering 
three nights at the Red Sea paradise in Hurghada. Start by delving 
into its historical treasures of Cairo, visiting the Egyptian Museum 
and the iconic Pyramids of Giza and Sphinx. Then travel to Aswan, 
where a luxurious Nile cruise awaits. Immerse yourself in the 
majesty of the High Dam and Philae Temple, and be transported back 
in time on tranquil Felucca rides around scenic islands. Sail to Kom 
Ombo and Edfu, then on to Luxor, exploring the West Bank’s ancient 
wonders including the Valley of the Kings and Queen Hatshepsut’s 
Temple. Finally, you’ll reach Hurghada where you’ll enjoy 3 nights 
of leisure on the Red Sea coast, as well as a desert sunset Bedouin 
dinner. Conclude with a flight back to Cairo, marking the end of 
your comprehensive tour of Egypt.

Journey at a Glance
 Visit the Pyramids of Egypt with a chance to go inside the 

Great Pyramid (optional extra)
 Sail along the Nile from Aswan to Luxor
 See Karnak and Luxor Temples, and the Valley of the Kings 
 Tour Cairo with a licensed, private Egyptologist 
 Relax at the Red Sea resort of Hurghada

What’s Included
 2 nights accommodation in Cairo
 3 nights accommodation on Nile cruise
 3 nights accommodation in Hurghada
 8 Breakfasts, 4 Lunches, 4 Dinners
 Flights from Cairo to Aswan and Hurghada to Cairo
 Private touring in Cairo and all transfers

Magnificent Nile | 8 Days
Egypt is at the top of many traveller’s bucket-lists, and this 8-day 
journey will take you to its most iconic sights. Beginning in Egypt’s 
beating heart of Cairo, marvel at the treasures of the Egyptian 
Museum, then stand in awe before the timeless Giza Pyramids and 
the Sphinx. Journey from Cairo to Luxor by air, then commence 
your Nile cruise, truly a once in a lifetime experience. Be captivated 
by the majestic Karnak Temples, journey through the Valley of the 
Kings, and witness the grandeur of the Temple of Queen Hatshepsut. 
As you sail, discover the sacred temples in Edfu and Kom Ombo, 
reaching the charm of Aswan. Experience the mighty High Dam, 
the Unfinished Obelisk, and the serene Philae Temple. Perhaps take 
an optional Abu Simbel excursion before heading back to Cairo to 
conclude this unforgettable voyage.

Journey at a Glance
 Private guide on your touring in Cairo to the Egyptian Museum 

and Giza Pyramids
 Visit the East and West Banks in Luxor including Karnak and 

Valley of the Kings
 4 night Nile river cruise from Luxor to Aswan
 Visit Edfu, Kom Ombo, and pass through Esna Lock

What’s Included
 3 nights accommodation in Cairo
 4 nights accommodation on Nile cruise
 7 Breakfasts, 4 Lunches, 4 Dinners
 Flights from Cairo to Luxor and Aswan to Cairo
 Private touring in Cairo and all transfers

Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
current pricing and special offers.

Scan the QR code for an itinerary, departure dates,  
current pricing and special offers.

The Nile Hurghada
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BALANCE OR FINAL PAYMENT
Payment in full must be received 60 days prior to your departure 
from your domicile. We are under no obligation to remind you 
of any payment becoming due. If we fail to receive a payment 
from you by the due date for payment in cleared funds, then 
this will be deemed a cancellation by you (see below). Note: 
some trips may require payment (including full payment) earlier 
or in additional instalments and this will be advised with the 
booking confirmation. For late bookings (generally bookings 
within 60 days of departure), full payment may be required at 
the time of request. You acknowledge that we may not be able to 
confirm services, in which case we will provide you with a refund.

ADDITIONAL CHARGES
Credit Cards: Sun Island Tours accepts Visa, Mastercard and 
American Express as a form of payment within Australia and in 
$AUD only. A surcharge of 1.4% applies to Visa and Mastercard, 
and a surcharge of 1.8% applies to American Express transactions. 
Credit card transactions are processed through a third-party 
online payment platform, and the above fees are charged by them. 
We can only accept payment directly by the cardholder. Credit 
card payments are not permitted within 7 days of departure.
Ferry, Transfer, Day Tour only booking: An AUD 55.00 fee 
will apply to all bookings that consist of ferry and/or transfers and/
or day tours only, where no accommodation or multi-day tours 
have been booked with Sun Island Tours.
Late Booking: An AUD 55.00 fee will apply to all bookings made 
within 30 days prior to departure from your domicile. Credit card 
guarantees are required when bookings are requested within thirty 
working days before departure. Courier fees may also apply.

INVOICE ERRORS OR OMMISSIONS
We reserve the right to correct any obvious errors in rates quoted 
or calculated for any service not withstanding that the invoice 
may have been paid in full. It is the responsibility of the agent or 
traveller (in the absence of an agent) to ensure that all services 
requested are correct.

CANCELLATIONS BY YOU
Covid-19 credit redemptions
If: (a) we issued you with a credit due to your original travel 
arrangements being disrupted by Covid-19 and associated 
restrictions; and (b) you have redeemed that credit for new travel 
arrangements; then (c) you agree that we will not be obliged to 
refund you the value of the credit if you cancel your new travel 
arrangements.

New or changed quarantine requirements
If after we confirm your booking: (a) new or changed quarantine 
requirements are imposed by government authorities either in a 
destination you are due to visit or in your home state or country; 
and (b) these new or changed quarantine requirements make 
it reasonably impractical for you to travel; then (c) you may 
give us written notice to cancel your trip not less than 61 days 
prior to commencement of the first arrangement. If you cancel 
travel arrangements in these circumstances, then we will refund 
payments made by you less: (a) unrecoverable third party costs 
and other expenses incurred by us in relation to your travel 
arrangements; (b) overhead charges incurred by us relative to the 
price of your travel arrangements; and (c) fair compensation for 
work undertaken by us in relation to your travel arrangements until 
the time of cancellation and in connection with the processing of 
any refund.

Other cancellations
If you wish to cancel your trip, we require written notice and will 
make refunds to you less cancellation fees in accordance with the 
table below, calculated from the date which we receive written 
notice:
• Over 60 days before commencement: Deposit (including any 

additional supplier deposits, promotional or earlybird payments)
• 59 days or less to commencement: Deposit at minimum, up to 

100% of the cost of the booking, as per the cancellation window 
for each service stipulated on your invoice (most tours and 
cruises will be 100% cancellation cost at this point).

You agree that the deductions and cancellation charges specified 
above are reasonable, represent a genuine pre-estimate of our 
loss and are required to protect our legitimate business interests.
For group departures, a transfer of a confirmed booking to another 
departure date at your request is deemed to be cancellation of the 
original booking, unless advised otherwise.

ILLNESS OR VACCINATION STATUS 
PREVENTING TRAVEL
If due to any illness, suspected illness or failure to satisfy any 
required tests (such as a PCR or rapid antigen test in relation to 
Covid-19):
• an airline or other common carrier refuses you carriage;
• a hotel or vessel refuses to accommodate you; or
• we or our suppliers (acting reasonably) exclude you from the trip
and you are consequently prevented from commencing or 
continuing your trip, then:
• if you have already commenced your trip, we will provide 

you with reasonable assistance to arrange alternative travel 
arrangements or to continue the trip. This will be at your cost.

• if you have not commenced your trip then we regret we will not 
be in a position to provide such assistance.

We will not be liable to refund the cost of your trip (or any part 
of it) because we would have already paid (or committed to pay) 
suppliers and we would have already performed significant work 
preparing for the delivery of your trip and servicing your booking.
We will not be responsible for any other loss you incur in 
connection with your booking (for example, airfares and visa 
expenses) if you are prevented from commencing or continuing 
your trip in these circumstances.

These Booking Conditions set out the terms on 
which you contract with us for the arrangement 
and delivery of travel arrangements for your trip. 
By making a booking with us, you acknowledge that 
you have read, understood and agree to be bound by 
these Booking Conditions. We reserve the right to 
change these Booking Conditions at any time prior 
to you making a booking request.

‘You’ and ‘Your’ means all persons named in 
a booking (including anyone who is added or 
substituted at a later date). ‘We’, ‘us’, ‘our’ and ‘Sun 
Island Tours’ means Sun Island Tours Pty Ltd.

BOOKINGS
A booking request is accepted when we issue a written booking 
confirmation showing we have received your deposit. It is at this 
point that a contract between us and you comes into existence 
subject to these Booking Conditions. We reserve the right to 
decline any booking at our discretion. No employee of ours other 
than a director has the authority to vary or omit any of these 
Booking Conditions or to promise any discount, refund or credit.

SERVICES
The services we provide to you are limited to (a) the organizing 
and coordination of your travel arrangements; and (b) the delivery 
of travel arrangements which we directly control. This includes 
(often significant) work undertaken prior to travel to organise and 
coordinate the delivery of your travel arrangements.

PRICES AND EXCLUSIONS
Prices stated are in Australian Dollars ($AUD) and are current at 
the time of publication. The most up to date pricing is generally 
available on our website, or alternatively please contact our 
reservations team for current pricing. The price includes 
accommodation, transportation and/or other services and 
inclusions as per the published itinerary.
International and domestic airfares and airport/hotel transfers 
are not included unless specifically stated. Costs associated with 
passports, visas, vaccinations, insurance, meals (other than those 
stipulated), emergency evacuation costs, gratuities, and all items of 
a personal nature are not included.
We endeavour to set prices for all products at competitive levels 
and cannot always guarantee that a similar product is priced the 
same if booked direct.
‘From’ prices shown are per person, twin share, based on the 
lead-in room category, and the lowest prices and seasonality at 
time of publication. ‘From’ prices are a comparative guide only. 
Ask your travel consultant for exact pricing, dates, full inclusions, 
and availability. Each product or package selling price includes 
our fees to cover costs relating to: brochure production, research, 
reservation, documentation, advertising, postage, bank charges 
and remuneration to travel agents (if applicable). Receipt of your 
deposit signifies your acceptance of these industry standard 
commercial costs as part of our service offering.
Certain cities and countries have tourist taxes which need to be 
paid locally at hotels upon arrival.

PRICE SURCHARGES
We reserve the right to surcharge the cost of your booked travel 
arrangements prior to commencement for circumstances beyond 
our control such as currency devaluation, fuel or air fare surcharges, 
or the imposition of new or amended Government charges.
We will not surcharge for currency fluctuations once full payment 
has been received by us.

DEPOSIT
For bookings of services which appear on our website (escorted 
tours, packages and cruises), a deposit of AUD $200 per person is 
required within 10 days (unless otherwise stated) of us accepting 
your booking. The deposit represents a fee payable to us for services 
associated with the processing and confirmation of your booking 
and any consultations on travel arrangements that we may provide 
to you. Because these services are provided as soon as we confirm 
your booking, the deposit is non-refundable. Please note that we 
may not hold any services for you until we receive payment of your 
deposit, meaning that services may become unavailable or prices 
may increase, in which case you will be responsible for paying 
the increased price, and we will not be responsible if services 
become unavailable. Certain services may require a deposit prior 
to confirmation, which is refunded if the service is unavailable. A 
greater deposit may be required for some cruises and other specific 
services, and payment may be required earlier than 10 days. This 
will be outlined on your invoice if applicable.
For bookings where we create a custom itinerary, a deposit of 
AUD $200 per travel file is required prior to quoting, in order to 
prepare a customised quote. This acts as your Sun Island Tours’ 
deposit, however further deposits may be required for any specific 
products, based on our suppliers’ booking conditions. This will 
be advised at time of booking. If you confirm travel arrangements 
within 10 days following this quotation, this pre-payment will be 
applied towards your booking and will be considered payment 
of your non-refundable deposit. If you do not confirm travel 
arrangements within 10 days of quotation, then this pre-payment 
will be considered a fee for work performed by us and will not be 
refundable to you.
If you request any arrangements within 60 days of your first 
service, or any specific products that require immediate payment, 
this amount will be charged prior to quoting or booking.

Sun Island Tours Terms & Conditions
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CANCELLATION OR RESCHEDULLING 
BY US
Force Majeure – Prior to travel
In these Booking Conditions, the term Force Majeure means an 
event or events beyond our control and which we could not have 
reasonably prevented, and includes but is not limited to: (a) natural 
disasters (including not limited to flooding, fire, earthquake, 
landslide, volcanic eruption), severe weather conditions (including 
hurricane or cyclone), high or low water levels; (b) war, armed 
conflict, industrial dispute, civil strife, terrorist activity or the 
threat of such acts; epidemic, pandemic; (d) any new or change in 
law, order, decree, rule or regulation of any government authority 
(including travel advisories and restrictions).
If in our reasonable opinion we (either directly or through our 
employees, contractors, suppliers or agents) consider that your 
travel arrangements cannot safely or lawfully proceed due to a 
Force Majeure event, then we at our discretion may elect to:
• reschedule your travel arrangements, in which case we will issue 

you with a credit equal to amounts paid; (in whole or in part); 
and/or

• cancel your travel arrangements, (in whole or in part), in which 
case our contract with you will terminate. (in whole or in part).

If we cancel your travel arrangements, neither of us will have 
any claim for damages against the other for the cancelled 
arrangements. However, we will refund payments attributable 
to the cancelled travel arrangements less: (a) unrecoverable third 
party costs and other expenses incurred by us for the cancelled 
travel arrangements; (b) overhead charges incurred by us relative 
to the price of the cancelled travel arrangements; and (c) fair 
compensation for work undertaken by us in relation to the 
cancelled travel arrangements until the time of cancellation and in 
connection with the processing of any refund.

Force Majeure – During travel
If due to Force Majeure we cancel travel arrangements after 
your trip has commenced, we will provide you with a refund of 
recoverable third party costs for cancelled travel arrangements 
only.

Force Majeure – General
If we provide you with any alternative services or assistance where 
travel arrangements are cancelled or rescheduled due to Force 
Majeure, then you agree the amount to be refunded to you will be 
reduced by the value of these services and assistance.
You acknowledge that the terms in this section are reasonably 
necessary to protect our legitimate business interests. We strongly 
encourage you to purchase travel insurance that adequately 
responds to cancellation and rescheduling risks associated with 
Force Majeure events.

Other Cancellations
If we cancel your travel arrangements for reasons other than Force 
Majeure (including where Minimum Numbers are not met on a 
tour or cruise), you will be offered, at your election, a refund of 
all funds paid to us, or the offer of travel of equal or better quality, 
if appropriate. In the event of a cancellation of only one or some 
services booked through us (whereby other services on your 
invoice remain confirmed), then our remedy to you is limited to 
the amount paid to us for those specific cancelled services only, 
or the offer of an alternative to those cancelled services only.
We will not be responsible to you for any other expenses or loss 
you incur if your travel arrangements are rescheduled or cancelled 
whether or not due to Force Majeure.

AMENDMENTS BY YOU
We will endeavour to accommodate amendments and additional 
requests. You acknowledge that these may not be possible to fulfil, 
and for group tour departures a transfer of a booking to a different 
departure is deemed a cancellation. An amendment fee of AUD $55 
will be levied to cover communication and administration costs 
for any changes to bookings. You will also be required to pay any 
additional costs charged by suppliers.

AMENDMENTS BY US
Prior to travel
Occasionally, we may need to make amendments or modifications 
to the itinerary and its inclusions and you acknowledge our right 
to do this. If we become aware of a significant change to your 
itinerary or its inclusions prior to the commencement of your trip 
(where the trip can still proceed), then we will notify you within 
a reasonable time. Our independent suppliers in each destination 
reserve the right to change hotels (for tours) and vessels (for 
cruises) to those advised prior to travel, and neither is guaranteed. 
In those situations we will notify only when the change results in a 
reduction in category of hotel or cruise.

During travel
You acknowledge that the itinerary, modes of transport, 
accommodation and/or the trip’s inclusions may need to 
change during your trip due to local circumstances beyond our 
reasonable control, including road conditions, poor weather, 
changes in transport schedules, and/or vehicle breakdowns. You 
agree that we have the right to pass on any costs we incur for 
alternative arrangements we put in place for your benefit in these 
circumstances.

General
To the fullest extent permitted by law, we will not be responsible 
for any omissions or modifications to the itinerary or the inclusions 
due to Force Majeure or other circumstances beyond or control 
happening after we have accepted your booking. This includes any 
loss of enjoyment or distress caused by omissions or modifications.
If you are entitled to any compensation for any modifications or 
omissions, then you agree it will be reduced by the value of any 
alternative services we provide which you accept.
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We will not be responsible to you for any other expenses or loss 
you incur resulting from any amendment or change to the itinerary 
or its inclusions.

UNUSED AND DENIED SERVICES
No refunds will be made for of any travel arrangements not utilised, 
whether by choice or because of late arrival or early departure. This 
includes the failure of transport to operate according to schedule, 
which we disclaim responsibility for.
If you are not fully and validly vaccinated against Covid-19 in the 
destination(s) where services are to be provided, and particular 
suppliers refuse to provide you with travel arrangements, then you 
agree you will not be entitled to any refund for those arrangements. 
We will not be responsible to you for any loss or expenses you 
incur (including loss of enjoyment or the costs of alternative 
arrangements) if you are denied services in these circumstances.

REFUNDS
Regrettably, no refund can be paid after programme services have 
commenced due to, but not limited by, reasons such as missed 
connections, illness or client’s choice to change itinerary. Similarly, 
no refund will be given should any ferry, airline or train schedule 
fail to operate on time. Sun Island Tours does not authorise 
overseas suppliers to promise a refund on our behalf.

CLIENT NAMES – EXACTLY AS PER 
PASSPORT
For security reasons, airlines and our overseas suppliers require 
names to be given exactly as stated in your passport. If you do 
not advise the correct information and we have to re-issue airline 
tickets or other documentation, then you will be responsible for 
any fees charged (such as airline cancellation charges or re-issue 
fees) in addition to our own reasonable administration fees.

TRAVEL INSURANCE
It is strongly encouraged that you are adequately insured for 
the duration of your trip. We recommend comprehensive travel 
insurance to cover cancellation, medical requirements, luggage, 
repatriations, and additional expenses. The choice of insurer is 
yours. We strongly suggest you purchase insurance at the time you 
pay your deposit. This is because cancellation fees and charges are 
payable from that time.

ACCOMMODATION
We reserve the right to substitute hotels, vessels and other forms 
of accommodation with properties or vessels of a comparable or 
higher standard.
All rooms are run of the house unless otherwise stipulated. Double 
or twin beds may be requested, however cannot be guaranteed as 
there may be limited availability with the hotels. Single rooms are 
often smaller in size than other room types and may contain only 
a single bed. Triple rooms are usually twin rooms with a rollaway 
bed or a sofa bed. It is important to remember that room types 
and bedding configuration cannot be guaranteed and are subject 
to hotel’s availability at time of check-in. Child policy is based 
on one child per room sharing existing bedding with two adults, 
unless otherwise specified. Rarely, hotels may be overbooked and 
it may be necessary to provide alternative accommodation. In 
such situations, the alternative accommodation will always be of a 
similar or higher standard.

PACKAGES
Group Packages refer to organised special interest groups. Private 
Packages refer to individually customised bookings except when 
part of a cruise or coach tour.

FERRIES
Ferry and hydrofoil services and schedules are subject to change. A 
surcharge may apply for hydrofoils if regular ferry services are not 
available. No refund will be due from Sun Island Tours, however, 
you can speak to your travel insurer upon return to your domicile. 
Ferry and hydrofoil schedules and paper tickets will only be made 
available upon arrival at your destination.

CRUISES
Cruise companies reserve the right to change cruise vessels and 
itineraries without notice. Categories of cruise vessels vary. Cruise 
companies reserve the right to cancel services due to insufficient 
number of passengers. Service charges do apply and are charged 
locally.

PASSPORTS, VISAS AND TRAVEL 
DECLARATIONS
It is a requirement that you hold a valid passport and any required 
visas for your trip. Your passport needs to be valid for a period of at 
least 6 months after your planned return to your domicile. It is your 
responsibility to ensure that you are in possession of the necessary 
documentation to comply with the laws and regulations of the 
countries to be visited. This also includes completing Passenger 
Locator Forms or any other mandatory forms or digital ‘check-ins’, 
both in advance and during your travels.

VACCINATIONS
It is mandatory for you to be fully vaccinated against Covid-19 
with a vaccine approved by the Therapeutic Goods Administration 
or equivalent health authority in your domicile. This is so we can 
provide a safe environment (by mitigating health risks) for our 
staff, our contractors, our suppliers and their staff, and our other 
customers (as relevant). It also assists to protect the communities 
you will visit. You agree to provide us with evidence of vaccination 
at least 30 days prior to the commencement of travel arrangements 
booked with us. If you fail to provide evidence of vaccination by 
the time required, then you acknowledge and agree that this will be 
deemed a cancellation by yourself. Please refer to the ‘Cancellations 
by You’ section above.

HEALTH AND FITNESS
It is your responsibility to ensure that you have a suitable level of 
health and fitness to undertake the trip of your choice.
If you suffer from a medical condition which may reasonably be 
expected to increase your risk of needing medical attention, or 
which may affect the normal conduct of the trip, then you must 
advise us at the time you make your booking request.
We may request you to provide an assessment of your medical 
condition from a qualified medical practitioner. If the assessment 
indicates that you will require special assistance from personnel 
which we cannot reasonably provide, then we may cancel your 
booking. Provided you notified us of your medical condition at the 
time you made your booking request, we will provide you with a 
full of refund of payments made. If you fail to notify us at that time 
or if you fail to provide a medical assessment within a reasonable 
time of our request, then this will be considered a cancellation 
by you.
We reserve the right to cancel your booking if any changed or non-
disclosed medical conditions mean that you will require special 
assistance which we cannot reasonably provide.
We strongly suggest that your travel insurance policy includes 
comprehensive cancellation coverage.

MEALS AND DIETARY REQUIREMENTS
Meals are indicated as follows: B = Breakfast, L = Lunch and D = 
Dinner. Where breakfast is free and included, as specified in the 
individual rates, there is no separate value and therefore cannot be 
refunded if not taken. Drinks with meals are not included.
Special dietary requests are required to be notified to us at the 
time of booking. Although we will use reasonable endeavours 
to accommodate requests, we cannot guarantee requests will be 
met by suppliers. It is your responsibility to check that meals and 
beverages do not contain any allergens. We expressly disclaim any 
liability for meals or beverages that contain allergens.

TOUR PROGRAMMES
When joining a group tour, you undertake to conduct yourself in a 
manner conducive to good group dynamics. If you act in a manner 
that threatens or disrupts the safety or enjoyment of others on the 
tour, the tour leader may, acting reasonably, require that you leave 
the tour. You will not be entitled to any refund for unused services 
and you will be responsible for any additional costs you incur.
Some tours may be performed multilingually. Tour can range in 
sizes and the number of passengers on a tour cannot be guaranteed 
until joining the tour at your destination. Guaranteed departures 
are subject to each tour’s Minimum Numbers. If a trip fails to 
satisfy Minimum Numbers, the trip may be cancelled. If the trip is 
cancelled, we will at your election refund you all payments made, 
or credit payments towards alternative arrangements. We will not 
be responsible for any other travel arrangements affected by, or 
any additional costs incurred, as a result of the cancellation. Tours 
are not operated by Sun Island Tours. They are operated by local 
companies (Independent Suppliers) in the destinations we sell.

TIPPING
Usually tipping is extra unless specified on your documentation. 
Tipping is not mandatory, but we do encourage it if you have 
received good service. We recommend approximately AU$ 5-10 
per day for guides and AU$ 3-5 for drivers.

IMAGE RELEASE
When on tour, we may take photographs or make recordings of 
you and your activities that identify you. We reserve the right to 
use any images and/or recordings for promotional and marketing 
purposes. You consent to this use and acknowledge you will not 
be entitled to any payment or other compensation. If you do not 
consent to the use of your image or likeness, please advise us as 
least 21 days prior to the commencement of your tour.

WEBSITE AND BROCHURE ACCURACY
Scenes shown are representative of those featured in the various 
programs but are not necessarily supplied or visited. Maps are not 
to scale and are provided as a guide to location only. Sun Island 
Tours endeavours to ensure website and brochure accuracy, 
however we cannot be held responsible for typographical errors, or 
errors arising from unforeseen circumstances.

INDEPENDENT SERVICES
We are not responsible for any additional activities or excursions 
which are not included in the booked itinerary or which we sell as 
agent for the principal operator. Any advice or recommendation 
made by a guide or local representative does not make us 
responsible.

ACCEPTANCE OF RISK
You acknowledge that travel involves personal risks which may be 
greater than those present in your everyday life. This could be as 
a result of the adventurous nature of your trip or the visiting of 
destinations which present geographical, political or cultural risks 
and dangers.
You should consult guidance issued by the Department of Foreign 
Affairs and Trade (DFAT) applicable to the destinations within 
your itinerary. You acknowledge that your choice to travel is made 
having had the benefit of DFAT guidance, and you accept any 
additional personal risks associated with your travel. To the fullest 
extent permitted by law, we disclaim any liability for these risks.

RESPONSIBILITY
Services supplied by independent suppliers
Where a third party over whom we have no direct control 
(Independent Supplier) is the supplier of travel arrangements 
that form part of your trip, you acknowledge that our obligations 
to you are limited to taking reasonable steps to select a reputable 
Independent Supplier and arranging for them to provide those 
travel arrangements to you. Independent Suppliers over whom 
we have no direct control include but are not limited to airlines, 
railway and cruise operators, hoteliers, independent transport 
companies (i.e., vehicles not operated by us) and common carriers.
Sun Island Tours is an Australian and New Zealand Wholesaler; 
and even though we represent overseas destination management 
companies and services and products, we cannot be held 
responsible for any information or lack of on their behalf.
In almost all cases, products and services sold by Sun Island Tours 
is provided by Independent Suppliers, and we act as intermediary 
only.
To the fullest extent permitted by law, we will not be responsible 
to you for any loss, damage, personal injury or delay attributable 
to the actions or omissions of an Independent Supplier. Any claims 
you have in this regard must be made against the Independent 
Supplier. You acknowledge that the Independent Supplier’s 
liability to you may be limited by their own terms and conditions.

Services we directly supply
To the extent only that we are the principal supplier to you of travel 
arrangements or other services which we control, then we will 
provide those travel arrangements and services with reasonable 
skill and care.
We will only be responsible for our employees in the course 
of their employment, and for our agents and suppliers (where 
we are not the supplier’s agent or where the supplier is not an 
Independent Supplier) if they were carrying out the work we had 
asked them to do.
We will not be responsible for any loss, damage, claim or expense 
caused by the acts or omissions of yourself, of any other third party 
not connected with the provision of the travel arrangements or 
services, or due to an event of Force Majeure.
While we endeavour to meet scheduled arrival and departure 
times, we cannot guarantee this. We will not be responsible for any 
loss or additional expenses you incur for any missed connections/
services attributable to delays.

GENERAL LIABILITY LIMITATION
You acknowledge that travel arrangements or services which 
comply with local laws and regulations will be deemed to have 
been properly performed, even if this would not be considered the 
case in Australia.
Australian Consumer Law and corresponding legislation in State 
jurisdictions in certain circumstances imply mandatory conditions 
and warranties into consumer contracts (‘Consumer Warranties’). 
These Booking Conditions do not exclude or limit the application of 
the Consumer Warranties. Other than the Consumer Warranties, 
we disclaim all warranties.
To the fullest extent permitted by law, our maximum liability to 
you under these Booking Conditions, in tort (including negligence) 
or at law is limited to arranging for the travel arrangements to 
be resupplied or payment of the cost of having them resupplied.

COMPLAINTS
In the event of a problem with any aspect of your travel 
arrangements you must tell us or make our representative or our 
local supplier as listed on your voucher aware of such problems 
immediately.
We will only consider and be responsible for claims made against 
us where we or our suppliers have had the opportunity to put 
things right on the ground. If you notify us of a problem during 
travel and we haven’t resolved it to your satisfaction, then you must 
make any claim in writing within 30 days from the end of your 
travel arrangements.

DEEMED ACCEPTANCE
If you place a booking on behalf of another party, you represent 
and warrant us that you are duly authorised to provide the 
agreement and consent of the other party to be bound by these 
Booking Conditions. You agree that you will be responsible for any 
loss or damage we incur if this is not the case.

GENERAL
The contract between Sun Island Tours Pty Ltd and you is 
governed by the laws of the State of NSW. Any disputes shall be 
dealt with by a court with the appropriate jurisdiction in NSW.
If any provision of these Booking Conditions is found to be 
unenforceable, then to the extent possible it will be severed 
without affecting the remaining provisions.
Any personal information you provide to us will be collected, 
stored, used, protected and shared in accordance with Australian 
Privacy Principles, and our Privacy Policy, which is published at 
www.sunislandtours.com.au
This brochure is valid for dates of travel from 01 January 2024 
to 30 September 2024. Information is valid as at 10 September 
2023. Any amendments or changes to services will be updated at  
www.sunislandtours.com.au
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